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The Entire Demurrage Marking
by Thomas Breske

The mystery of the demurrage marking (April 20�0 newsletter) has been solved 
by two covers I have in my collection. The actual entire marking shown on the cover 
below and to the right clarifies things. As the full marking shows, it actually served two 
purposes. First and foremost, it served as a simple due marking as it does for this 1945 
WWII airmail soldier’s letter which weighed up to 2 ounces and thus was short paid 6¢, 
and these 6¢ were due from the addressee ‘POSTAGE DUE 6 CENTS.’ Less commonly it 
would be used on a C.O.D. item if demurrage was due.
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Residence not in Carrier’s Delivery District
by Michael Ludeman

It’s hard to imagine that the giant metropolis of Los Angeles 
was small enough in 1915 that there was rural free delivery to 
some addresses within it. But it was, as was Chicago, too. 

The September 4, 1914 letter to the right was mailed within 
Los Angeles to a rural route address. Apparently, from the mark-
ing, ‘Residence as given, not in / Carriers Delivery District,’ the 
letter was given to the wrong carrier. He then suggested trying 
the ‘Rose Hill’ district.

A Military Machine Cancel
by Tony Wawrukiewicz

This December 17, 1968, airmail letter was addressed 
to a U.S. military couple in the Philippines. It was correctly 
franked for APO mail (domestic airmail rate of 10¢/ounce) but 
was addressed incorrectly because the address lacked an APO 
number.

The machine cancel, shown full size to the right, was applied 
in San Francisco by the Army and Air Force directory service 
there. I presume that the directory service had a machine cancel 
for this marking because it was such a busy site that handled a 

great deal of military mail.
This directory service was able to supply the correct APO 

number in pencil, an act that delayed the letter’s transmission.
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A Strange Marking on a Stranger Cover
by Terence Hines

Shown is a 1972 registered airmail cover from an APO sender 
addressed to a court in Cincinnati Ohio. The cover is a legal sized 
UC43 with an additional 95 cents in postage made up with single 
copies of the 5 cent Washington (#1283B), 40 cent Paine (1292) 
and 50 cent Stone (1293). The cover was sent by registered airmail. 
At the time, the domestic airmail rate was 11 cents and the basic 
registration fee was 95 cents. Thus, the total postage on this cover 
of $�.06 would appear to be correct. There are certainly no post-
age due markings on the front or back of the cover. Nonetheless, 
the stamps bear a sort of return to sender auxiliary marking I’ve 
never seen before. It reads “DO NOT USE THIS ENVELOPE / 
OR WRAPPER AGAIN / REFUSED ON ACCOUNT OF POST-
AGE DUE”.

Had the cover been returned to the sender, it would have been 
treated as registered mail on its return trip. The reverse bears cir-
cular date stamps from the Army & Air Force Postal Service dated 
Dec. 7, 1972 and from Cincinnati dated Dec. 9, 1972. There are no 
markings to indicate that it actually was returned to the sender. 

  The lack of postage due or return markings suggest that this 

cover was received in good order in Cincinnati and that a clerk 
simply cancelled the stamps, which had not been cancelled by the 
mailing office, with a handstamp that was at hand. That handstamp 
happened to be the one reading as we see on this cover.

An All-Purpose Disaster Marking
by Robert Markovits

As has been noted before, starting in the 1950s, the U.S. 
Post Office Department began using generic disaster mark-
ings such as ‘Damaged in Handling in the Postal Service.’ 
I have never seen the generic marking shown on this July 
22, 1995, domestic first-class cover. It hardly seems help-
ful to know that a cover was ‘DAMAGED BY NATURAL 
DISASTER - FIRE, / FLOOD OR STORM, BEYOND 
CONTROL OF / U.S. POSTAL SERVICE.’ I would want 
to know which type of disaster, and, in fact, exactly what 
was the disaster encountered. As usual, the cover is reduced 
in size, but the auxiliary marking is not.
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RTS of Item Used in Legal Proceedings
by Tony Wawrukiewicz

There are many unusual examples of the return to sender pro-
cess. One recently acquired example is shown below, in original 
size, as is the auxiliary marking label applied to it. The first-class 
domestic item was originally mailed in December of 1991. As 

the label’s message indicates, the mail piece shown was in some 
manner used for legal proceedings where it was held as evidence. 
After the procedings were completed, by court order, the piece 
was returned to the sender.

‘Withdrawn from mail at senders request’
by Tony Wawrukiewicz

I have been aware that it has been pos-
sible to have a letter withdrawn from the 
mails after it has been presented at the office 
of mailing and cancelled. Considering at this 
time how quickly the mail went out after it 
was received at a post office for mailing, the 
request must have occurred immediately or 
almost immediately.

This July 29, 1914, letter was indeed 
‘Withdrawn from mail at / senders request, 
/ San Francisco, Cal.’ I have never seen this 
marking before. Both the marking and the 
cover are shown at actual size.
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Time to renew your dues 
It’s that time of year when we ask for dues. From conversations with multiple 

members, our award winning newsletter and membership in our club remains 
a bargain at $15.00 per year. Importantly, as a small organization of 150 mem-
bers, we cannot afford to lose any of you. So please renew asap either directly 
or online.
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Damage by Fire and Water
by Tony Wawrukiewicz

This undated third-class, single-piece item got the full mea-
suer of mistreatment by the United States Post Office Depart-
ment. Not only was it damaged by a fire but to add insult to injury, 
apparently the water used to fight the fire also affected our letter. 
The auxiliary marking is shown full-sized at the right.

Thanks to Membership Secretary David Eeles, the club will 
host another “Show and Tell” session at AmeriStampExpo in 
Charleston, SC, February 11-13, 2011 at the Charleston Conven-
tion Center. I will be unable to attend this show, so David has 
agreed to conduct the seminar. Please bring your interesting covers 
to discuss at this session.

The club has published its first monograph entitled “Private 
Auxiliary Marks on Hollywood Fan Mail,” by Regis Hoffman 
and Thomas J. Richards. The 60-page monograph is illustrated 
in full color. It should be on everyone’s philatelic bookshelf. To 
order a copy, please enter our website www.postal-markings.org 
and follow the instructions, or send your payment to our Treasurer 
Gary Hendren, whose address is on the masthead. My thanks 
go to Tony Wawrukiewicz, who was instrumental in getting the 
monograph published.

Now is the time to obtain an exhibit prospectus and applica-
tion form, and enter one or more exhibits for our annual meeting 
at the Rocky Mountain Stamp Show, May 13-15, 2011 at the 
Crowne Plaza Hotel at the airport in Denver. Applications can be 
obtained on-line at www.rockymountainstampshow.com or by 

writing Ronald Hill, RMSS Exhibits Chairman, P.O. Box 621383, 
Littleton, CO 80162. The deadline is April 11, 2011. I would like 
to see a good showing of auxiliary markings exhibits at the show. 
Remember, you do not have to be present to enter an exhibit. We 
also will host a “Show and Tell” session at the show.

Volunteers still are needed to help Nancy Clark with the cata-
log. Work is progressing in several sections. Please contact Nancy 
if you wish to participate.

Membership Secretary David Eeles reports that our current 
membership stands at 152. This represents only a 2% decrease 
from this time last year. Thanks to David for his tireless work in 
prompting members to remit their dues. I am pleased that our 
membership is holding steady, unlike many philatelic organiza-
tions. Thank you for your support. The 20�� annual dues of only 
$15. are due now. Please make David’s job easier by remitting 
your dues promptly, either by mail or via our web site (a reminder 
notice is enclosed with this newsletter).

We will be conducting elections this year. I will be appointing 
a nominating committee later. If you are interested in serving on 
this committee, please let me know.

President’s Message
by Ralph Nafziger
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Editorial
by Tony Wawrukiewicz

As usual, the dues payment reminder is enclosed with this is-
sue. There will be three places within this newsletter where there is 
a plea for payment of dues. Please forgive the repetition but there 
are up to 20 people who are late each year, and our organization 
cannot afford to lose each and every one of you. Don’t forget that 
you can renew either on our web site or by mail.

The comparison images I am showing in this editorial serve a 
number of purposes. First let me make it clear that I enjoy doing 
what I am about to discuss. I am not complaining. 

Many of the images I receive are represented by the first of 
the paired images below. That is, I am not comfortable placing 
them in the newsletter in their original state. 

Fortunately, a significant number of them are much clearer  
than the six shown and/or are not obscured by overlying cancels 
or other information. These are readily prepared for an article. 
On the other hand, the six examples shown required extensive 
clean-up work on my part.

 The resulting marking is usually true to the original, but I have 
been able to use photoshop to remove smudges, missing parts of 
letters, overlying/underlying obscuring cancels, stamps, imprints 
and writing on the item.

My point is that I will not be around forever as editor. This 
statement is not a warning, because I love my job, but there is the 
fact that I will eventually pass. So, are there any other fools out 
there who might consider learning the trade (for the future)? The 
techniques are not difficult to learn, just time-consuming.

I suppose that another point that could be made is that my 
efforts are unnecessary. That is, a catalog of markings is pos-
sible without efforts such as mine. What do readers think about 
all this?

       

  
       
      San Diego, CA 1911TB 
  
 

           

 

  

   
      Jacksonville, FL 1941TB

                            \ 

                  

        

                    

         Boston, MA 1912TB

         

 

             

                              Indianapolis, IN 1906ASW

            

      

        

            

                        New York City, NY 1917ASW

 

                

  

                 

        Baltimore, MD 1907ASW
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Held For Postage
by Norm Pence, Tom Breske, Michael Ludeman and Tony Wawrukiewicz

The Held For Postage-related (HFP) auxiliary markings 
continue to come in at an unprecedented rate, mainly from Tom 
Breske and myself, but Norm Spence was kind enough to go 
through his holdings for me, and I am able to report these here, 
too. Although the listing additions include a fair number of new 
cities for old markings, there are are good number of the unusual 
markings that are turning up (because they are the ones that tend 
to be new). The markings are shown actual size.

The added cities for old markings will not be listed here, but 
will be on the updated PDF listing for the HFP markings that 
can be found on our web site. In addition to illustrating the new 
markings in this article, I am also showing examples of the more 
exotic ones actually used on cover as they make for interesting 
uses. These uses will be scattered throughout this new listing in 
the appropriate sections.
                 Held For Postage
E.  Markings unique to a particular city:
Postmasters may have acquired these locally, ordered them by 
mail, or in the case of large cities after 1909 had them custom-
made by the Post Office Supply Division.  

  

               
                Washington, DC 1880sASW

        
      Norwalk, OH 

         
           New York City, Station O 1900NP

           New York City, Station G 1905TB

            New York City, Station E 1906TB

  

       

              

      Westfield, MA 1905ASW

                       

                         Indianapolis, IN 1906ASW

 

                    

                           Niagara Falls, NY 1909TB

  
         Chikash, OK 1911NP

                

             
                        Chico, CA 1912TB

             

       Houston, TX 1912ML

          

                             Newport, RI 1912ASW

           

                     

              

   Jacksonville, FL 1941TB              San Francisco, CA 1947ASW

In the case of the 1912 post card shown below, no postage was 
placed in Newport, RI, and the card was ‘HELD FOR POSTAGE’ 
there. Once the addressee sent the unpaid 1¢ postage to Newport, 
the card which was ‘ORIGINALLY HELD FOR POSTAGE AND FOR-
WARDED UPON RECEIPT OF STAMP’ was sent to her. In that they 
were unique to Newport, these attractive markings are scarce.
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         Held For Postage

E. Generic markings used/probably used in multiple cities:

Postmasters may have ordered them by mail, or in the case of 
large cities after 1909 had them made by the Post Office Supply 
Division.   

Only one city is reported for most of these supposed multi-city 
markings because they are newly discovered - more examples 
from other cities surely await some reader’s eagle eye. 

        

     

         Cities reported:  

       Pittsfield, NY 1880sASW

      

        Cities reported:  

        Rochester, NY 1903ASW

                    

      

      Cities reported:  

       Jacksonville, FL 1904TB

        

       Cities reported:   
       Bridgeport, CT 1904TB

              

          Cities reported:
          Newark, NJ 1905TB

         

  Cities reported:
  South Norwalk, CT 1907ASW

        

        

        Cities reported:  
        Denver, CO 1907TB

                           

           Cities reported:
           Lowell, MA 1907TB

 

       Cities reported:
      Westfield, MA?? 19??TB

                     

         Cities reported:
         New Bedford, MA 1908TB

         
          Cities reported:    
         Tucson, AZ 1908TB

     

            Cities reported:
            Lima, OH 1909TB

       

  Cities reported:
  Boston, MA 1910ASW

  New Brunswich, NJ 1917TB

        

       Cities reported:
       St. Louis, MO 1931TB

        

 

         Cities reported:
      Commerce, TX 1932ML

                      

                                             
        Cities reported:      

             Lubbock, TX 1936ML

        Honolulu, HI 1957TB

 

      

             Cities reported:      

             Detroit, MI 1949TB

                                         

         Cities reported:
         Port Jervis, NY 1950TB

      

             Cities reported:
             Waco, TX 1956TB  
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This is the Mail For Which (TMP) You Sent Postage

IV. Explanation to Addressee

B.  Custom Markings  Postmasters may have acquired these locally, 
ordered them by mail, or in the case of large cities after 1909 had 
them custom-made by the Post Office Supply Division.

The markings without city name that follow are likely to be custom 
markings because their wording is unique.

    

       Brighton, NY 1905TB

          

              Scranton, PA 1906TB

        

          

                                         Cincinnati, OH 1906ASW-09TB

   

        Brighton, NY 1905TB

       

      Indianapolis, IN 1906ASW

         

    Providence, RI 1907ASW

      

       Milwaukee, WI 1909TB

      

      San Diego, CA 1911TB

      
     

                                 

            Pittsburgh, PA 1912TB

 

 

      Los Angeles, CA 1921TB

This is a September 14, 1909, post card from Cincinnati, OH 
to Wakefield, PA, that was unpaid and marked one cent due (‘1 
DUE’). Although no HFP marking was placed on this cover, it was 
indeed HFP as indicated by the city-specific ‘This is the piece of 
mail for which you sent stamps.’ The neat marking is especially 
well struck on this cover.

This July 29, 1909, Milwaukee, WI post card was held for one 
cent postage because it was illegally franked with a cut-out stamp 
from a postal card. When the correct one cent postage stamp was 
sent on by the addressee, it was then sent on with the admonition 
‘This is the Mail for which you sent postage stamps (sic).’ This 
marking almost certainly was a special one of the Milwaukee post 
office because its phrasing was so unusual.
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This is the Mail For Which You Sent Postage (TMP)
E.  Generic markings used or probably used in multiple cities:

Postmasters may have ordered them by mail, or in the case of 
large cities after 1909 had them made by the Post Office Supply 
Division. 

     
         Cities reported:        
         St. Louis, MO 1906TB 

 

  
            Cities reported:   
          Tucson, AZ 1908TB

  

     

        Cities reported:      
        Oak Park, IL 1908TB

   
                           Cities reported: 
   New York City, NY 1913TB

      

               Cities reported:   

   Jacksonville, FL 1941TB

     

             Cities reported:
  Saint Petersburg, FL 1945TB 

        

     Cities reported:
    Kansas City, MO 1945ASW

       

                       Cities reported:
  Saint Petersburg, FL 1945TB

     

           Cities reported:           

           Detroit, MI 1949TB

        

          

                Cities reported:               

                Waco, TX 1956TB

Illustrated next is a cover originating from St. Louis, MO on 
December 21, 1906. The post card carried a 1¢ stamp which was 
cancelled on that date. However, it was noticed that the post card 
had a divided front with a message placed on the left side. This 
was not legal on a domestic U.S. post card until March 1, 1907, 
and thus the card was treated as a letter with 2¢ total postage due. 
It was therefore ‘Held for Postage.’ Once the addressee paid the �¢ 
due, the two handstamps ‘Postage paid for forwarding’ and ‘This is 
the mail for / which you sent postage’ were placed and the card was 
sent on to the addressee. This is the first example of the marking 
‘Postage paid for forwarding’ that has been seen by the authors. 
        

 

      

E.  Generic markings used or probably used in multiple cities:
Postmasters may have ordered them by mail, or in the case of 
large cities after 1909 had them made by the Post Office Supply 
Division. 

Only one city is reported for these supposed multi-city mark-
ings because they are newly discovered - more examples from 
other cities surely await some reader’s eagle eye. 

    
            Cities reported:    
            Lynn, MA 1905TB

  

  
          Cities reported:
        Seattle, WA 1909TB
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E.  Generic markings used/probably used in multiple cities:
Postmasters may have ordered them by mail, or in the case of 
large cities after 1909 had them made by the Post Office Supply 
Division. 

Only one city is reported for one of these two supposed multi-
city markings because it was newly discovered - more examples 
from other cities surely await some reader’s eagle eye.

 

    
       Cities reported:  
       St. Louis, MO 1931TB

       

     

                               Cities reported:
     San Francisco, CA 1947ASW

       St. Louis, MO Aug 1958TB

              Originally Held For Postage (OHP)

D.  Markings unique to a particular city:
Postmasters may have acquired these locally, ordered them by 
mail, or in the case of large cities after 1909 had them custom-
made by the Post Office Supply Division.

 `
      Chicago, IL 1898ASW

      
     Jersey City, NJ 1905TB 

        

      
        Trenton, NJ 1906NP

        

       

                      New York City, NY 1906TB

 

                   Daytona, FL 1906TB

              

               St. Louis, MO 1906TB 

        

                

        Boston, MA 1906ASW

        

       

                   Boston, MA 1907TB

           

            Brooklyn, NY 1908TB

 

                        

                         Newport, RI 1908TB

    
          Boston, MA 1912TB 

This January 31, 1906, Daytona, FL HFP item carries a very 
unusual description for the HFP item, considering it is a post card: 
‘Your Postage Received. / This is the Parcel.’  
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          Postage Subsequently Paid (PSP) by Writer 

This type of marking is much less frequently seen because the 
postage due on most HFP items was collected from the addressee. 
Here are two variants on this type of marking.

      
      Springfield, MA 1901TB

      

                                                     Los Angeles, CA 1910ASW

The first variant shown was on the February 21, 1906, post 
card that follows. With this variant, one notes a rarely seen twist 
on this uncommon type of HFP item. This post card was ‘HELD 
FOR POSTAGE’ where the handstamp used to indicate this is a 
common ribbon type wthout lines. Initially, as usual, the notice 
for this example was sent to the addressee. However, before the 
addressee could respond to the HFP notice sent her, the writer 
paid the postage due - ‘Postage Paid by Sender / After notice was 
mailed.’ This is truly a remarkable example of the HFP process.

II. Notice of Detention

Sources for these markings are not known. I have not yet found 
them in an advertisement from a private firm. While the text is 
not listed as one of the stock markings in the 1909-1932 Post 
Office supply catalogs, larger post offices were allowed to order 
customized markings. Most examples appear to be variations of 
the opera glass style used for postage due markings. Only one 
stock marking has been reported, all of the others include the 
name of a city.

Illustrated next is a cover originating from Chicago in 1898. 
It carries a wonderful series of markings that illustrate the HFP 
process in that city. It was initially ‘HELD FOR / POSTAGE 
/ CHICAGO / INQUIRY DIV.’ As was appropriate, this mark-
ing was covered by the stamp that was eventually sent. The full 
marking, as illustrated on page 438 in Leonard Piszkiewicz’s 
book “Chicago Postal History and Postal Markings,” is illustrated 
below the cover. This marking is listed by Piszkiewicz as used 
in Chicago in 1908, but this is an earlier use. On the reverse, the 
marking ‘Sent Notice of Detention / May 2 1898 / CHICAGO, 
ILL.’ indicates that a notice that the item was HFP had been sent 
to the addressee on that date. The 2¢ per ounce unpaid first-class 
postage was sent by the addressee, ‘Originally Held for Postage’ 
and ‘Postage Paid By Person addressed.’ These latter three mark-
ings, all not found in Piszkiewicz’s book, are illustrated full-sized 
below the cover. The existence and illustration here of these new 
examples for Chicago are not meant to cast aspersions on the 
superb Piszkiewicz book but rather to indicate once again how 
much undiscovered material exists out there.

        

                    
  Chicago, IL 1908LP                    Chicago, IL 1898ASW

 

  
                 Chicago, IL 1898ASW

   
                 Chicago, IL 1898ASW

              Miscellaneous 

     

          Chicago, IL 1898ASW


